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Equality Statement  

Farlingaye High School values diversity, and is determined to ensure that everyone is 

treated fairly, with dignity and respect; where the opportunities we provide are open to all; 

and that we provide a safe, supportive and welcoming environment - for staff, students and 

visitors.  

 

Equality Impact Assessment (EIA)  

This policy has been assessed with regard to its impact on equalities issue, with specific 

reference to the aims of the Equality Act 2010. The equality impact assessment focused on 

race, gender, disability, pregnancy and maternity, age, sexual orientation, gender identity 

and religion/belief.  

 

EIA outcomes  

No areas of potential negative impact were found and actions resulting in positive impact are 

in place where appropriate.  
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Due to the sensitive nature of peer-on-peer abuse Farlingaye have a separate peer-on-peer 

abuse policy. However this should be read alongside our Safeguarding and Child Protection 

Policy, Online safety Policy and our, Behaviour Policy – Building Relationships. The aim of 

this policy is to outline and explore different forms of peer on peer abuse and the planned 

response to these issues.  

In the event of a school closure due to Covid-19 this Policy will still be in place and the same 

steps will be taken to support and safeguard our pupils.  

Farlingaye High School will work closely with Children and Young People’s Services when we 

feel a child is at risk either to themselves or others and will refer to the National Police 

Chief’s Council ‘When to Call the Police, Guidance for Schools and Colleges’ when necessary. 

Introduction: 

All staff should recognise that children are capable of abusing their peers regardless of age 

or gender, peer on peer abuse can be by an individual or group, who intend to physically, 

sexually or emotionally hurt others. 

Keeping Children Safe in Education (2021) states that ‘Governing Bodies should ensure that 

their child protection policy includes: procedures to minimise the risk of peer on peer abuse, 

and how allegations of peer on peer abuse will be recorded, investigated and dealt with.’ 

The guidance also states that ‘governing bodies and schools should ensure that the child’s 

wishes and feelings are taken into account when determining what action to take and what 

services to provide.’ 

Throughout the Policy it will highlight the importance of working with and reporting issues 

to other agencies. We as a school will ensure a contextual safeguarding approach is 

considered, we recognise that as a young persons grows and develops, they are influenced 

by a whole range of environments, including people outside of their family, both face to 

face and online.  

All cases of peer on peer abuse will be dealt with on a case by case basis and will take into 

consideration the needs of all children involved.  

Legislation and guidance: 

The main pieces of legislation and guidance that underpin this policy are: 

- Keeping Children Safe in Education (2021)  

- Working together to safeguarding children (2018)  

- Sexual Violence and sexual harassment between children in schools and colleges 

(2019)  

- Children’s Act 1989 
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- Sexual Offences Act (2003) 

Abuse and harmful behaviour: 

At Farlingaye we recognise that abuse is abuse and should never be tolerated or passed off 

as ‘banter’, ‘just having a laugh’ or ‘part of growing up.’ (KCSIE 2021) 

It is important to recognise that peer on peer abuse can occur in different forms and these 

all need to be investigated to reduce the extent of harm to the young person, whilst also 

recognising and limiting the emotional impact of peer on peer abuse on the victim and other 

members of our school community.  

Types of abuse: 

There are many different types of abuse that can occur between peers, the list is not 

exhaustive however it describes in detail the form of abuse and what action should be 

taken. Many of the types of peer on peer abuse listed below can take place either face to 

face, online or simultaneously between the two – technology is a significant component in 

many safeguarding and wellbeing issues.  

Physical Abuse:  

Read alongside the Behaviour Policy. 

This can include hitting, kicking, nipping/pinching, shaking, biting, hair pulling or other ways 

of causing physical harm to another person. There may be many reasons why a child harms 

another child, and although this type of behaviour will not be tolerated, it is important to try 

to understand why a young person has engaged in such behaviour, including accidentally, 

before considering the action or punishment to be undertaken. 

If a pupil physically harms another pupil in school then our Behaviour Policy will be followed 

and appropriate sanctions will be applied, including an exclusion if necessary. Discussion 

with take place with the Headteacher regarding an appropriate sanction.  

Sexual Violence and Sexual harassment: 

The DSL must be made aware of this type of incident immediately. Staff will record any 

disclosures on My Concern by the end of the working day.  

Sexual harassment includes: 

- Sexualised comments such as: telling sexual stories, making comments about 

someone's sexuality, making sexual remarks about clothes and appearance and 

calling someone sexualised names; 

- Sexual jokes or taunting, 

- physical behaviour, such as: deliberately brushing against or touching someone, 

interfering with someone’s clothes, 

- unwanted sexual comments and messages, including, on social media, 

- consensual and non-consensual sharing of nude and semi-nude images and videos; 
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- sharing of unwanted explicit content; 

- Upskirting, 

- sexualised online bullying; 

- unwanted sexual comments and messages, including, on social media; 

- Sexual exploitation; coercion and threats. 

Sexual Violence refers to Sexual Offences named under the Sexual Offences Act 2003 which 

includes: 

- Rape, 

- Assault by penetration, 

- Sexual Assault,  

- Causing someone to engage in sexual activity without consent. 

Sexual violence and sexual harassment can occur between two children of any age or sex. It 

can also occur through a group of children sexually assaulting or sexually harassing a single 

child or group of children.  

Sexual harassment does not have to take place face to face it can also take place online.  

When this issue occurs the school will follow guidance from the Sexual Violence and sexual 

harassment between children in school and colleges guidance published by the Department 

of Education (2021). 

The 2021 guidance states that school should take into consideration the following actions, 

whilst also establishing whether this was a one off situation or are their ongoing risks to the 

victim, other students or staff: 

All decision making and actions outlined below will be recorded on My Concern and where 

appropriate on SIMS. Information sharing will be on a need to know basis and not all staff 

will be made aware of all incidents. The Safeguarding team, Leadership Team and Year 

teams will work together to put in ongoing safety plan for the victim and alleged perpetrator 

so contact can be limited throughout any investigation so further distress can be avoided. 

Pupils involved will be given safe places to go at break and lunchtimes and where 

appropriate class teachers and faculty leads  will be told when seating plans or groups need 

to be changed.  

- Managing the situation internally: 

‘In some cases sexual harassment, for example, one off incidents, the school may take the 

view that the children concerned are not in need of early help or statutory intervention and 

it would be appropriate to  handle the incident internally, through behaviour policies and 

providing pastoral support.’  

The school will ensure that all involved know that sexual violence or harassment will be not 

accepted or tolerated.  
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Any reports of peer on peer abuse involving a pupil with SEND needs will be investigated 

and actioned by either the Leadership Team or Safeguarding Team, there will be close 

liaison with the SENCO, Julie Moore. 

All harmful sexual behaviour seen in and around will be addressed and challenged by 

members of staff, this can be an important intervention that helps prevent problematic, 

abusive and/or violent behaviour in the future. 

Parents or Carers will be informed of any concerns we have regarding their child’s sexual 

harmful behaviour.  

- Early Help  

This is where the situation will be managed through a multi-agency co-ordinated response. 

The benefits are explained in the Working Together (2018) guidance which states: 

‘Providing early help is more effective in promoting the welfare of children than reacting 

later. Early help means providing support as soon as a problem emerges, at any point in a 

child’s life, from the foundation years through to the teenage years. Early help can also 

prevent further problems arising.’ 

The local process for initiating an early help response is to complete a CAF (Common 

Assessment Framework) assessment. Further information on what this entails can be found 

on the Suffolk County Council website: 

www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/common-assessment-framework-caf/ 

- Referral to Children and Young People’s Services / MASH Referral 

This action would be taken when a child has been harmed, is at risk of harm or is in 

immediate danger. Children and young Peoples Services will assess whether anyone 

involved is in need of further protection. In this situation the school will always inform 

parents or carers of the Victim, however we will be led by Police and CYPS in regards to 

informing the pupil who has been accused and their Parents/Carers. 

Farlingaye will not wait for the outcome of this referral before protecting the victim and 

other members of the school community. 

In some cases CYPS will review the evidence and conclude that statutory intervention is not 

appropriate. If CYPS feel that they need to provide the pupils extra support we will work 

alongside the relevant lead Social Worker to ensure there is a coordinated support package 

for either the victim or the alleged perpetrator. 

- Reporting to the police 

This will be submitted alongside a referral to Children and Young People’s Services and 

follow the NPCC – When to call the Police guidance. 

Where a report of Sexual Violence is made including rape, assault by penetration or sexual 

assault the school will always pass this information on to the police. School will not 

investigate any of disclosures of rape, assault by penetration or sexual assault, as it is a 

http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/common-assessment-framework-caf/
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criminal offence the information shared will be passed straight on to Suffolk Constabulary to 

investigate. In this situation the school will always inform parents or carers of the Victim 

that the information is being passed on, however we will be led by Police and CYPS in 

regards to informing the pupil who has been accused and their Parents/Carers. 

Even though it has been passed on to the police, the school will still fully support the victim 

and the alleged perpetrator as required, we may also refer to specialist agencies such as 

Fresh Start New Beginnings or Suffolk Rape Crisis for the victim, this will only be done with 

consent or the pupil and if appropriate the Parents/Carers, we recognise that any victim of 

sexual harassment or sexual violence may need specialist support.  

For the alleged perpetrator we may consider a referral to the Diversion Programme, a 

programme led by the Youth Justice Service at Suffolk County Council any decisions made 

regarding how to support the alleged perpetrator will be made alongside external agencies 

who are investigating the situation. 

When recording sexualised behaviour staff should: 

- Be clear, avoid vague statements or euphemisms,  

- Record as soon as possible to avoid forgetting information or confuse detail,  

- Follow the prompts on the safeguarding form  

- Use proper names for body parts. Use the child’s exacts words in quotation marks  

- Note where and when the incident happened, and whether anyone else was around.  

Risk Assessment: 

When there has been a report of sexual violence the designated safeguarding lead (or 

deputy) will complete an immediate risk assessment and then once the situation has been 

investigated a formal risk assessment will be completed to protect all pupils involved. When 

there has been a report of sexual harassment the need for a risk assessment will be 

considered looking at: 

- The protective factors of the victim/accused and their support network,  
- Whether there have been other victims,  
- Does the wider school community need protecting, 
- Contact between victim and alleged perpetrator during lessons, at break and lunchtimes 
and travelling to and from school.  
 
NSPCC – Reporting abuse helpline: 
 
Pupils and Parents have been given details of the NSPCC – Reporting abuse in Education 
helpline (0800 136 663) and have been advised that the NSPCC help line can offer support 
to: 
 
- all children and young people making current and non-recent disclosures of abuse 
- any children or young people who want to talk about being involved or witnessing any 
incidents  
- any adults who have experienced non-recent abuse 
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- parents and carers who have any concerns about their own or other children 
 
As well as liaising and information sharing with the Police and Social Care, the Safeguarding 
team will contact the NSPCC via this helpline for advice and support when necessary. 
 

Up skirting  
KCSIE (2021) explains that Upskirting’ is where someone takes a picture under a persons 

clothing (not necessarily a skirt) without their permission and or knowledge, with the 

intention of viewing their genitals or buttocks (with or without underwear) to obtain sexual 

gratification, or cause the victim humiliation, distress or alarm. It is a criminal offence. 

Anyone of any sex, can be a victim. 

Up skirting may seem like harmless fun however for both the victim and the perpetrator 

there can be long term implications. The victim will need to be supported emotionally and 

parents will be made aware. 

Under the Sexual Offences Act (2003) up skirting is now a criminal offence and can result in 

the individual having a custodial sentence and being put on the Sex Offenders register. Staff 

and pupils will be made aware of this and therefore any incident of up skirting will need to 

be dealt with seriously and reported to the Police, parents will be made aware that they can 

report the incident to the police and this will be considered by the school as well once all 

the facts and evidence has been gathered. 

Bullying: 

Refer also to the Behaviour Policy – Building Relationships 

Bullying is unwanted, aggressive behaviour among school aged children that involves a real 

or perceived power imbalance. This behaviour is repeated, or is threatened to be repeated. 

There are long term implications for this that bully and those that are bullied. 

In order to be considered bullying the behaviour must be aggressive and include: 

- An imbalance or power: Young people who bully use their power – such as physical 

strength, access to embarrassing information, or popularity to control or harm 

others. 

- Repetition/ Bullying behaviours happen more than once or have the potential to 

happen more than once. 

- Bullying includes actions such as making threats, spreading rumours, attacking 

someone physically or verbally or for a particular reason eg: weight, hair colour, 

gender, sexual orientation or excluding someone for a group on purpose.  

The Behaviour Policy will be followed for any incidents of bullying. 

Online peer on peer abuse: 

Read alongside the Online Safety Policy 
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Online bullying takes place through the use of technology (social networking, messaging, 

email, and text messages) to harass or intimidate someone for the same reasons as stated 

above.  

Online bullying can take many forms such as: 

- Abusive or threatening texts, emails or messages,  

- Posting abusive comments on social media, 

- Malicious messaging 

- Sharing humiliating or embarrassing videos of someone else, 

- Stealing someone’s identity, 

- Prank calls / anonymous messaging  

- Encouraging someone to self –harm online 

Farlingaye will take all forms of online peer on peer abuse seriously and will offer support 

and reassurance. Parents and Carers, where appropriate will be informed of their child’s 

disclosure due to the prevalent link between Online safety and mental health.  

Parents are able to report any of the incidents listed above to the Police via 101 or online - 

https://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something  

Sharing nudes and semi-nudes imagery (pictures and videos):  

Under the Sexual Offences Act 2003 Taking, making, sharing, distributing and possessing 

indecent images and pseudo-photographs of people under 18 is illegal regardless if they 

have consented to their image being shared. This issue will be reported to the DSL 

immediately, and it will be assessed whether the police or social care need to be informed.  

Sharing nudes and semi-nudes is when someone sends or receives a sexually explicit text, 

image or video. This includes sending ‘nude’ pictures or pictures in your underwear. 

Pressuring someone to send these images or videos can happen in any relationship.  

All pupils have been made aware of the repercussions of this and that once the image is 

taken and sent the individual loses control of the image and it could end up anywhere.  

Parents and Carers will be informed if the school have become aware that their child has 

shared nudes and semi-nudes of themselves or of another pupil who is either under the age 

of 18 or who has not consented to their image being shared. 

Initiation/hazing: 

Hazing is a form of an initiation ceremony which is used to induct newcomers into an 

organisation such as a private school or sports team etc. There are a number of different 

forms from relatively mild rituals to severe and sometimes violent 

The idea behind this practice is that it welcomes newcomers by subjecting them to a series 

of trials which promotes a bond between them. After the hazing is over, the newcomers 

also have something in common with older members of the organisation, because they all 

https://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something
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experience it as the part or a rite of passage. Many rituals involve humiliation, 

embarrassment, abuse and harassment.  

Prejudiced behaviour including hate crimes: 

The term prejudiced related bullying refers to a range of hurtful behaviours; physical or 

emotional or can include both. This causes someone to feel powerless or worthless which 

can cause them to feel prejudiced around belonging, identity and equality in the wider 

society. Prejudices can be around disabilities, special educational needs, ethnic and cultural 

backgrounds, genders, sexual identity and home life (such as; poverty, parents occupation 

etc.) 

Where appropriate and depending on the situation prejudiced behaviour and hate crimes 

can be dealt with in the following ways: 

- Situation to be managed internally which involves statements being taken, 

Behaviour Policy to be followed and sanctions applied. 

- Education, we may seek permission from parents and carers for a PCSO to come in 

and complete 1:1 work with a pupil. Where appropriate group work may be 

completed to support pupils in understanding the repercussion of their behaviour. 

Whole year group assemblies may also take place for ongoing issues.  

- Information to be reported to the Police if it is felt that a pupil is sharing images or 

videos or encouraging others to change their views on different groups within 

society or within our school community.  

Teenage relationship abuse: 

Teenage relationship abuse is a form of Domestic abuse and is a pattern of actual or 

threatened acts of physical, sexual and/or emotional abuse, perpetrated by an adolescent 

(between the ages of 13 and 18) against a current or former partner. Abuse may include 

insults, coercion, social sabotage, sexual harassments, threats and/or physical or sexual 

abuse. If a criminal offence has been committed the school will pass information on to the 

Police and CYPS (Similarly to the sexual violence and sexual harassment protocol)  

If there are concerns about the relationship but no offence has been committed school will 

share their concerns with Parents/Carers, advice will be offered and students may be 

signposted to the Disrespect nobody website (www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/relationship-

abuse/what-is-relationship-abuse/)  If we are concerned about a group of pupils group or 

1:1 healthy relationships work may be offered with a trusted member of staff.  

After care for the young person who has been harmed: 

After any type of peer on peer abuse staff should explore the internal resources they have 

to support a young person (mentoring, counselling, support with positive relationships etc) 

The young person may feel that they are able to deal with the incident on their own or with 

support of family and friends. However in this situation the young person should still be 

monitored and offered support if they require it in the future, regular reviews with the 

young person are imperative. Other interventions may target a whole class or year group for 

http://www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/relationship-abuse/what-is-relationship-abuse/
http://www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/relationship-abuse/what-is-relationship-abuse/
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example bringing in a speaker on cyber bullying. Risk assessments will also need to be 

considered. 

For the young person who has displayed harmful behaviour: 

In cases of peer-on-peer abuse, staff (Leadership Team, Safeguarding Team, SEN team and 

Year Teams) will consider what support might be needed for those who commit the offence 

as well as the victims. It is important to find out why a person has behaved in this way, they 

may be experiencing their own difficulties or been harmed in a similar way. They may have 

additional or complex needs which need looking into such as; disruption in their own lives, 

involved in crime, educational under-achievement or exposure to abuse.  In such cases 

mentoring or counselling similarly to above can be looked into. External support from the 

CAF, social services or outside agencies such as the Police, may be requested to come in and 

complete so 1:1 work with the alleged perpetrator to stop the situation escalating further. 

Suffolk Constabulary are able to assist Farlingaye in addressing all forms of peer on peer 

abuse mentioned above. 

Once their initial needs have been met the individual will need a consequence for their 

behaviour. This may take place in the form of restorative justice and if a crime has been 

committed this may come from the police. The school may also choose a punishment as a 

consequence such as internal/external exclusion to allow the young person some time to 

reflect on their behaviour. In extreme cases the school will look at a permanent exclusion, if 

the individual is deemed a risk to others. 

Staff Guidance and procedure for an incident of peer on peer abuse 

that has happened outside of school: 

If there has been a disclosure of peer on peer abuse that has happened out in the 

community staff should still inform the Safeguarding team through Farlingaye’s 

safeguarding procedures and record the information in a timely manner.  

In most situations the school will work alongside parents and carers to inform them of the 

situation and advise on what needs to happen next. In some situations such as sexual 

violence and sexual harassment disclosures, or information received regarding pupils 

sending nudes and semi-nudes we as a school will report the information to the Police and 

CYPS despite it not happening on the school grounds. We will be led by Police and CYPS 

regarding when and how the parents or carers of the alleged perpetrator are informed. This 

decision will not be made by the school independently.   

For issues outside of school where there is not imminent risk to a pupil, parents or carers 

will be supported to contact the relevant agencies to report their concerns. This could be 

through contacting Suffolk Constabulary by ringing 101 or reporting information via their 

website: https://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something If parents decided not 

to inform the relevant agencies Farlinagye at this point may still have to pass the 

information on if a criminal offence has been committed or if a pupil is distressed or 

https://www.suffolk.police.uk/contact-us/report-something
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concerned about the behaviour of others in the Community. Staff will ensure the views or 

Parents/Carers and the pupil regarding further action is recorded in any Police report. 

Unsubstantiated, unfounded, false or malicious reports: 

If reports of peer on peer abuse are shown to be unsubstantiated, unfounded, false or 

malicious the staff members involved in the investigation should consider if the pupil has 

made the allegation is in need of help, and consider whether they have been a victim of 

different types of abuse. If a report is shown to be deliberately invented or malicious the 

school have a right to consider whether any disciplinary action is appropriate. 

Preventative Strategies, training and education: 

Safeguarding at Farlingaye takes a whole school approach, all pupils will be taught about 

safeguarding and how they can keep themselves safe in both face to face and online 

situations. Even with the most robust policies and support processes peer on peer abuse can 

still occur in education settings. 

All pupils will have an assembly delivered by the safeguarding team on a termly basis which 

will raise awareness of peer on peer abuse, this will highlight the zero tolerance approach 

Farlingaye have to peer on peer abuse and remind pupils who they can speak to if they have 

any worried.  

Upon starting at Farlingaye all new staff will have training within their first two weeks in 

post, this will outline what they should do if they have concerns about peer on peer abuse, 

on their first day they will receive a copy of the safeguarding handbook outlining how they 

report any concerns mentioned in this policy. At a minimum all staff will be reminded about 

the importance of reporting peer on peer abuse through their annual update, through the 

termly safeguarding bulletin for staff they will be reminded of types of peer on peer abuse 

and what to do in certain situations, staff have a duty to make sure they read and 

understand the termly bulletins. All staff will be receiving training on Sexual Violence and 

Sexual harassment between pupils during the Autumn 2021 Term.  

If, as a school we become aware of a rising trend in specific type of peer on peer abuse this 

will be addressed with the year group either by a member of senior staff or we will work 

with external agencies who will come in and speak with our pupils, either on a 1:1, group, 

form group or whole year group basis. External agencies we may invite in include; Suffolk 

Constabulary, Turning Point or East Suffolk Council.  

Farlingaye has a strong and positive RSE curriculum that supports pupils to recognise any of 

the above issues discussed. 

Staff will refer to Farlingaye’s Early Help offer to offer support, where appropriate, to 

victims and perpetrators of peer on peer abuse. This support includes: 

- Just 42 mentoring  

- THRIVE programme 

- 1:1 sessions with our PCSO 
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- Buddy / peer mentoring 

- Counselling 

The Safeguarding Team will be available for staff to come to, to ask for advice or guidance if 

they have been given information on peer on peer abuse which has happened either in 

school or outside of school.  
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Appendix A: Staff Guidance and procedure for staff following a 

disclosure of peer on peer abuse: 

This guidance is for all staff who may receive a disclosure and for the Leadership Team, Year 

team and Safeguarding team who will action and investigate further any forms of peer on 

peer abuse. Not all actions outlined below will be completed by all staff. Staff should seek 

guidance form the teams previously mentioned so they are aware of their role, to avoid 

duplication and to ensure correct processes are followed.  

Staff should be risk assessing during this whole process - this is to ensure the safety of the 

victim, the perpetrator, and if appropriate other students and staff. It is important that the 

school has an open environment where the young person feels safe to share information 

about anything that is upsetting or worrying them. 

Following a disclosure statements will be taken from relevant pupils and further questions 

may be asked by the staff member dealing with the incident, this could be a member of the 

Leadership Team, Safeguarding Team or Year team. 

Taking initial Action: 

- All victims should be reassured that they are being taken seriously, and not be given the 

impression that that they are creating a problem by reporting peer on peer abuse. They 

should also be reassured that they will be supported and kept safe 

- No allegation should be dismissed by staff as ‘banter’ or ‘growing up’ or compare them to 

their own experience or childhood. 

- No staff member should assume that someone else is responding to any incident or 

concern based on what the pupil has said, if a staff member has any concerns about a child’s 

welfare all information should be passed on to the Safeguarding team following our 

Safeguarding procedures.  

- Abuse that occurs online or outside of school should be treated equally as serious as if it 

had taken place in school, 

- Gain a statement of facts from all involved (This will be completed by either the Leadership 

Team or the Safeguarding team) 

- Consider the effect on the victim 

- Record any attempts of a pupil trying to keep their behaviour or an incident secret 

- Assess needs of victim and alleged perpetrator  

- Consider referral to social care or Police (This will be completed by either the Leadership 

Team or Safeguarding Team) 

- Contribute to a multi-agency assessment  

- Convene a risk management meeting  
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- All staff should record all incidents and all action taken on My Concern 

Gather the facts: 

Staff will speak to all young people involved and use consistent language and open 

questions for each account. Ask the young person to tell you what happened. (Who, where, 

when, why) Do not interrogate or ask leading questions. All young people involved and 

witnesses will be asked to write a statement. 

Consider the intent 

- Has this been deliberate or contrived situation for a young person to harm another? 

- What is the age of the children involved? 

- Is there any age difference between those involved? 

- Where did the incident happen? 

- Was the incident in an open, visible place to others? Was it observed? Is more 

supervision needed in this particular areas? 

What was the explanation by all children involved of what occurred? 

- Can each of the young people give the same explanation of the incident and also 

what is the effect on the young people involved?  

- Is the incident seen to be bullying – regular and repetitive?  

- Is the version of one young person different?  

- Why might that be?  

- Does the young person/people understand what they are doing?  

- Is the young person’s behaviour in relation to something they may have heard or 

been learning about?  

- Do they have an understanding of the impact of their behaviour? 

Repetition: 

Has the behaviour been repeated to an individual on more than one occasion? Has the 

behaviour persisted after the initial incident has been discussed or dealt with and 

appropriately resolved? 

Informing parents/carers: 

The best way to inform parents is face to face, this is best practice especially when 

considering the serious nature of the incident. The type of harm/abuse a young person may 

have suffered can cause fear and anxiety to parents/carers whether their child is the victim 

or alleged perpetrator. The school should also encourage the young person to share the 

information with their parent/carer. Parents/Carers should be given the opportunity to 

come in and discuss the concern or to come and get their child if they have made a 

distressing disclosure.  

If a young person is 13+ and does not want the parents to know the school will use the 

‘Gillick Competent’ Test and the Fraser Guidelines. 
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Resources for further information:  

 DfE: Keeping Children Safe in Education (2020) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/keeping-children-safe-in-education--

2  

 

 DfE: Working Together to Safeguarding Children (2018) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/working-together-to-safeguard-

children--2 

 

 DfE: Sexual Violence and sexual harassment between children in schools and colleges 

(2021) 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attac

hment_data/file/999239/SVSH_2021.pdf  

 

 Sharing nudes and semi-nudes: advice for education settings working with children 

and young people 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sharing-nudes-and-semi-nudes-

advice-for-education-settings-working-with-children-and-young-people/sharing-

nudes-and-semi-nudes-advice-for-education-settings-working-with-children-and-

young-people  

 

 Child exploitation and online protection 

www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/ 

 

 Disrespect Nobody – Understanding Relationship Abuse 

https://www.disrespectnobody.co.uk/relationship-abuse/what-is-relationship-

abuse/  

 

 Parents online safety guidance 

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/ 

 

 Suffolk Safeguarding Partnership 

https://suffolksp.org.uk/ 

 

 National Police Chief’s Council – When to Call the Police - Guidance for schools and 

Colleges 

https://www.npcc.police.uk/documents/Children%20and%20Young%20people/Whe

n%20to%20call%20the%20police%20guidance%20for%20schools%20and%20college

s.pdf  

 

 Government launches review into sexual abuse in schools - NSPCC dedicated 

helpline and Ofsted review into school safeguarding policies to support victims of 

sexual abuse 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-launches-review-into-sexual-

abuse-in-schools  

 

 NSPCC helpline – Report abuse in schools 

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/about-us/news-opinion/2021/sexual-abuse-victims-

schools-helpline/  
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